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One of the many children who live in the villages around Tanga.
It is children like this whom STOW is helping.

Another BIG thank you to STOW
members!
Dear Members
Thank you all so much for renewing your STOW
membership. Each year I go out to Tanzania I
see what a difference the support we all give
to these very vulnerable children makes, both
to their wellbeing and their confidence. Thank
you on behalf of STOW and all the 200 children
for your continued commitment.
In January I mentioned some of the events that Members had organized. I
thought you’d like to know how these went:
The Abbey House Singers gave a wonderful Concert in Saxmundham Church on
16th May 2009 in the evening. £175 from the retiring collection was given to
STOW. A guest appearance was made by Xenia Horne.
Paul‘s trek to Everest base camp raised £1000 for STOW. Paul said “the
sponsorship came from a wide cross-section of UCC (University College Cork),
much of it from
friends and
acquaintances
but a significant
amount from
people I did not
know at all and
some
anonymously.”
After many days
of trekking and
much loss of
weight Paul
made it! Here
he is – what a
fabulous view –
thanks Paul.
Unfortunately
Mark suffered
an injury and
could not run
the London Marathon but he has deferred and plans to do this next year.

One event I didn’t know about at that time was the Strawberry Tea in Devon,
organized by Jane. Jane reports: “In May about 20 of us gathered near
Kingswear in South Devon to enjoy an afternoon of quilting friends’ company.
Each lady was asked to bring a piece of work and tell us the story of why it was
made. We saw some beautiful quilts, learned a couple of new techniques, had a
raffle and a book swap. All this was accompanied by lots of chat as old friends
met again and new friendships were made. £250 was raised for STOW and a
good time was had by all.”
Our last newsletter showed STOW receiving £200 from Ifftner Solutions Ltd with
the MD Jim Marshall saying he hoped it would be the start of a long relationship
with STOW. This wish has been turned into a reality thanks to Ifftner’s
generosity. The organisation has become our first corporate member and has
sponsored 10 children to go to primary school for 3 years (a total donation of
£1,000). A real commitment!
Thank you all again SO very much!
Hope you all enjoy peace and happiness for the rest of 2009
Marie Adams – Chair and Founder of STOW

Note: this newsletter has been kindly sponsored by a STOW member

STOW goes that extra mile for essential extras!
We have learned over the last 4 years that supporting vulnerable children and
their caretakers is not just about paying school fees and buying school uniforms
and materials - crucially importantly though they are!

bedsheets too. Here's some evidence of what we did:
FOOTBALLS
Handing over
some footballs
to Mwang'ombe
Primary School twinned with
Saxmundham
Primary. The
Head Teacher is
watching me
present to the
Games Teacher.
We have some
great videos of
the children
playing with the
balls!

When we visit we ask
lots of questions about
what other things will
make a difference to
the quality of lives of
these vulnerable
children. Saxmundham
Primary School had
raised over £800 with a
Sponsored Read. We
decided to take some
of this money raised in cash - to Tanga. So
many of the children
we support don't have
beds or mattresses.
This year we decided
to do something about
that - and bought

BOOKS &
BIKES
We again
bought some
text books for
some of the
Primary
Schools – we
can never buy
enough!
Every year we
visit, the
teachers tell
us of the
difficulties
the secondary
school
students have in getting to school on time. They have to walk miles and miles
(sometimes taking up to 3 hours) to get to school This year we bought 2 bicycles
while we were out there and, as part of the 2nd installment, have sent funds for
a further 8 to be bought. This will support 20 children as all bikes are shared!

So STOW continues to provide – in AFRIWAG’s words – “comprehensive
support”. Thanks again to you all.
Marie

This year Jenefer Roberts went on the monitoring trip to Tanga with Jem and Marie.
These are extracts from the diary she kept during the trip.
Monday, 24 May 2009: first working day of visit. We visit our new car, a monster, which
has now been sitting in the garage showroom since September. It is paid for but we still
do not know when we will get it. However, Jem and Marie do actually sit in it for a few
minutes. Then on the road in a hired minibus for two home visits. One of these is an IGA
(Income Generating Activity) - a lady who is selling clothes. She has a boy at home with
malaria and is very down. She tells us she has had to spend much of her loan money on
medicines. Later there is a meeting in AFRIWAG office with many faces new to me.
AFRIWAG and Marie’s lists of children’s names are compared and discrepancies sorted
out. Schola (the AFRIWAG field worker) identifies ten ‘very vulnerable’ children so we go
shopping and buy 10 foam mattresses, 10 sheets as well as 8 footballs and pumps from
the bazaary part of town. The footballs are surprisingly expensive but we’re hot, tired and
dusty and the shop-keeper won’t be shifted so Marie pays up.
Late lunch at “The Food Palace” - interesting deep fried things with coconut sauce, eaten
on the balcony in one of Tanga’s busy dusty streets.
Tuesday 25 May: one primary school visit, one secondary school visit and I’ve lost
count of how many home visits to little mud huts out in the bush. Marie is updating her
STOW records. We discover that 2 secondary school girls are pregnant and one orphan
is not an orphan as his father has reappeared. We give lifts to some of the STOW
children who have enormously long walks home. We decide to buy one bike, to be shared
between two secondary school girls (one girl will pedal, the other will ride on the back).
There are risks to this - will the bike be maintained, stolen, damaged?
Mattresses, sheets and mosquito nets are taken to some of the children’s homes. These
are the ‘vulnerable’ children and they have nothing. They sleep on the floor, their huts
have holes in the roof and walls, for some there is no food and they have not eaten
today. Marie buys food for these from the little village shop.
Wed. 26 May: the hotel coffee is horrible so I buy a jar of drinking chocolate. Then off to
visit more schools and homes in the little villages. We meet one tall sad-looking fellow,
aged 14 or 15, who literally has no-one and nothing. He is living in a bare room in
somebody’s house. We go to the bazaary part of Tanga again and bargain for two
cooking pots, one plate, one bowl with a lid, two wooden spoons for stirring food, a
bucket with a lid, mug, spoon and ferocious looking knife, possession of which would
have him locked up in the UK.
Thurs. 27 May: out in the villages doing STOW business until 2 p.m. when Marie begins
to feel unwell. She suspects the mayonnaise at the Pizza Restaurant the evening before
- the only thing different she ate to us. So, by 3 p.m. I am soaking in a gloriously tepid
bath, (my hotel has no hot water but who cares in this climate!) In the evening I walk
over to the house where Jem and Marie are staying and we sit in the garden for a spot of
bird-watching.
Friday 28 May: my little breakfast waiter has noticed the jar of drinking chocolate and
smilingly presents me with a tin of cocoa. So now of course I’ll have to have a cup of
cocoa each morning even though I hate it.
Marie is not too well and is on pills for African tummy.

We drive to Pangani (one and a quarter hours) along a bumpy non-tarmaced road. This
is a little fishing village on the Pangani River. Very picturesque. But the schools and
the little mud houses in the bush behind the village are just like all the others. It’s hot.
We have to sit in little ‘oficis’, formal introductions and speeches are made, often in
Kiswahili. The head-teacher tells us that his school needs books or sport equipment or
bicycles......... At one school we meet a very charismatic teaching sister and present
her with a football and pump. She tells us that she teaches English and science. The
children in this school speak noticeably better English.
The routine is that, after the formal talk bit the STOW pupils line up in the office for a
chat with Marie and to have their photo taken by Jem. They look anxious or serious so
Jem smiles at them and tries to make them laugh. Then the individually sponsored
children, a teacher and us all squash into the minibus and off we go in search of their
homes. This is becoming a bit of a killer in the heat. We walk in the hot midday sun
from hut to hut - some are a long way into the bush along dusty tracks too narrow for
the minibus. We walk for half an hour to one hut with a little girl showing the way only
to find when we get there that her mother is not there. She is on baboon watch on her
shamba (allotment) which is a long way off. A male relative is at the hut but he does not
invite us in so we do not find out about her living conditions. Marie leaves a mosquito
net anyway.
We finish and have a 3 o’clock lunch near the beach and there is time for a paddle in
the Indian Ocean. Schola and Esther (the two AFRIWAG field-workers with us) are
frightened of the sea and refuse to go in it but we coax them in.
Sat. 29 May: we spend the morning in Tanga. Phillipo (AFRIWAG volunteer) has
searched the maze of little shops for good second-hand bicycles so we go to inspect
them. They are expensive. The dealer will not go below 90,000 shillings (£45). For this
we can choose whichever bike we think is best. Jem tests out tyres, frames, brakes
etc. and chooses one. Then on to other little shops, looking for text books. Finally back
to the AFRIWAG office where a large group of STOW children are patiently waiting (they
have all walked in to the office from the surrounding villages.) Marie distributes the
clothes we have brought over from the UK.
Then bites and a blissfully cold coke at the Food Palace and a pay-for swim at Tanga’s
smartest hotel. Electricity cuts at the hotel during the night and air-con. not working.
Sun. 30 May: Day off! Marie has arranged for us to go sailing with a friend of hers.
Monday 31 May: an exhausting day. It is hotter than last week and humid. We visit
schools and homes again and see some IGAs. One lady is breaking up rocks and
selling to the local cement company, one lady is brewing beer from sugarcane, another
is selling soap powder. The rock lady is branching out and has bought a pig with her
profit. This had to be cleared with the village headman and, to avoid upsetting her
Muslim neighbours, the pig is penned a distance from her hut - too far for us to go and
view. Several of the IGAs are cooking and selling food - fish or maize. One old lady
has plans to open a cafe by the side of her hut so we inspect the premises. She has
constructed a lean-to containing a table and two benches, made from bits of old wood.
We are all hungry and Marie buys a whole bundle of small bananas and distributes them
to her flagging party.
At the end of a very long day we go back to the bicycle shop to buy another bike. Jem
tests it out.

Five of the ‘Income Generating Activities’ (IGAs) which
have been established with loans from STOW

Top: selling fried fish
Bottom: selling charcoal from the front of her hut

Top: selling cooked corn cobs
breaking up rocks for the cement factory
Bottom: squeezing sugar cane to make beer

Back at the hotel
there is a
black-faced
monkey sitting on
my balcony wall.

Jem trying out the brakes on our second bicycle. Most of the
bikes in Tanga look like this and are Chinese imports

1 June: another
exhausting day.
Amongst other
things we visit the
primary school
twinned with
Saxmundham
Primary and hand
over two footballs,
a pump, a referee’s
whistle and sets of
textbooks to a
beaming lady head
teacher. The
evening is
pleasant. There is a
breeze and we sit
outside in the
garden with a drink.

Wed. 2 June:
I want to go home! I feel dizzy when I wake up and have to put salt under the jam on my
morning toast. We work from 8.30 in the morning until 5 in the evening. Back at the
AFRIWAG office we go to collect the shirti I have arranged to be made for husband Peter
with the sad-looking IGA lady we met on our first day. She looks more cheerful now. The
shirt is very big. I hope he likes it.
There is no breeze this evening so sitting outside is uncomfortable. The heat is
oppressive and the mosquitoes very evident. I am dripping, shirt and trousers sticking to
me most unpleasantly. I could not live here!
Thursday 3 June: torrential rain in the night and today it is overcast and slightly cooler.
Thank goodness. I have my final hotel breakfast of cocoa, mango, two hard-boiled eggs
with plenty of salt and toast and jam. I’m not hungry and don’t really want the eggs but
force myself to eat them as breakfast has to last until late afternoon. Two hard-boiled
eggs also have a beneficial binding effect! For the last two or three days I have had to
take an ‘African tum’ pill each morning.
Out on the road we go to a secondary school miles from anywhere. It is still being built.
There is one finished block, one half finished with a roof but no doors or windows, and one
block consisting of walls only. Despite this there are some 200 students milling about with
nothing to do as the teachers are all sitting outside marking examination papers. In the
Ofici the Head Teacher tells us the story we have heard so many times now - one text
book per 60 students, no equipment, students who have a 3 hour walk to school each
morning on no breakfast. Outside the school bell is rung, (an iron bar hangs in the middle
of the yard. A student hits it with a rock), the students line up in 8 long lines and the
‘discipline teacher’ (a slim African lady) barks out orders. The students drill, doing turns,
about turns and at-eases. Plenty of potential soldiers and policement here!

Later, during the home visits Marie buys a door for the carer of one STOW orphan
and some roof thatch for another.
The formal AFRIWAG dinner takes place in the evening. This is an interesting
experience. Interminable speeches take place, in Swahili of course, with much
formal toasting of glasses and applause. Goodness knows what it is all about but
the dinner is nice. Everyone then files past the top table at which we are sitting to
shake our hands, say thank-you and to wish us a safe safari home.
Later: now, looking back from the comfort of home, I’m glad I went. On previous
African holidays I had often wondered about the little villages with their thatched
mud houses so to have walked into them and met the people who live in them was a
real privilege. The people (especially the women) are resilient, resourceful and often
cheerful under the most appalling circumstances. Many live in dire poverty. A few
scenes stick in the mind - the grin on the faces of the two girls when they were
given a bicycle to share; the old lady, probably dying, lying in the dark on the floor
of her hut while village life continued around her; the mama and her son squatting
on the floor gutting fish whilst 4 ducks waddled and weaved about them, doing their
best to grab a meal; the smile on the face of the teaching sister in Pangani.
It was amazing how AFRIWAG workers Schola and Esther knew where all the
children lived and marched unerringly through the bush to their little huts. Thank you
Schola and Esther, Fatuma and Phillipo, for being so patient with my elementary
Kiswahili and insisting that I use it each morning to greet everyone. I’ll never forget
you, nor the courtesy and dignity of the village people who live around Tanga. Jem
and Marie themselves were tireless and often dug deep into their own pocket to
help them. STOW can feel very proud of them.

Jem and
Marie
present
a
football
and a
pump to
the
teaching
sister at
Pangani
Primary
School.

New Children being sponsored in 2009
Each year some of our primary school children are not successful in passing
the state examinations to progress to secondary school, some others choose
not to continue with their education – to go into employment. This year 12
children have moved on in this way and we have replaced them with 12 new
orphans to be sponsored at primary school.
Here are 6 of the new
children – all at the
same school – Mleni
Primary. We visited
them all at home to
make sure that they
were indeed in need of
our support. We found
them all to be in very
real need and are
delighted that we can
help and support them.
With all your help we
plan to support them
and their families for
many years to come.
Marie
Start to Finish Support - a big Thankyou from F a r a j i
"I am very much happy to inform you that today was my last university exam. It
means that I have already finish my undergraduate study of B.A (ed).So i would
like to take this chance to send my acnowledgement to you and STOW for your
support from the begining up to here.
On my side and my mother as well as my relative and my friend its very
wounderful, because no one can know that one day I will reach this stage, but
all this achievement is due to your effort of helping me in my study.Thaks alot
for your kindness,
On this weekend I will travel to my home land to see my grandmother and my
mother and later I will go at Tanga so as to cooperate with the member of
AFRIWAG for helping them in various activities. I will be back to Iringa on
December in the graduation.
For today I havent any more, let me say thank you for your support, GOD BLESS
STOW."

Loans for Small Businesses
Last year when we went on our monitoring visit we met 6 widows and 1 child head of
family to talk about them borrowing money. This year we met again and I heard first
hand from most of the widows how they were getting on. It was such great news! All
of them had managed to make some monthly repayments, and one had paid off the
whole loan! On the centre page you’ll see photos of some of these businesses.
!!
Rocks: Evelyn has one large stone delivered by truck every month. She then
pays an expert to dynamite it into smaller rocks. The rest of the month she spends
breaking these into small stones suitable for road making. At the end of the month 2
lorries have to come to take away her stones and she makes a 100% profit! With her
profit she has bought 2 pigs and the sow is now about to deliver lots of piglets! She
is so pleased with how things have worked out.
!
Fish: Saumu’s grandmother sells fish and this helps to pay the rent and buy
food – a great improvement on last year’s situation!
!
Beer: Beata has done so well with her beer-making business that she has
repaid her loan. She invested part of the profits into another business selling clothes
to teachers.
!
Corn: This lady is looking after 4 orphans and sells the cooked corn in the
market where she has a stall. She used some of the initial loan to build a house for
them all and has now started making repayments.
!
Selling goats: Batuli told me at the meeting that she buys goats in Pongwe and
transports them to Handeni by bus – in the underneath luggage compartment! The
business is going well and she plans to expand as we agreed an additional loan. As
well as looking after Teresia, one of the orphans supported by STOW, she also
cares for her mother who is paralysed.
Selling soap: Mama Ibrahim told me last year that she was going to sell
bedsheets. This year she informed me that the profit margin wasn’t good enough!
She found a market with textile workers. She buys large sacks of soap and then
decants them into small half-kilo bags. One bag is given to the workers as a loan at
the beginning of the month. Mama Ibrahim collects part payment mid-month and the
rest at the end of the month. She too has built a house using some of the loan and
part of the profit and is now paying off the loan. Life is still hard for her and her 4
children but she is so much more positive about life now – I hardly recognised her at
the meeting, she looked so much younger than last year.
Selling Clothes: Mama Munishi has twins at secondary school, sponsored by
STOW. Last year she had a small shop she rented and sold clothes. Unfortunately
thieves broke in and stole all her stock. The loan has enabled her to slowly build up
her business, though she can’t afford rent yet for another shop. Jenefer bought a
shirt (see her diary!) and Jem received one as a present from another friend in
Tanga – so we were able to help her in a small way.
To be honest, we weren’t absolutely certain last year how things would go with this
new STOW initiative but thought it was worth a try. I’m so very pleased to be able to
tell you how successful this has been. With this year’s second installment, which we
have just sent out (again thanks to you all for your continued support to STOW) we
have included funds to help another 13 widows, so look forward to telling you all
about how they get on in future newsletters.
!
Marie

4th July 2009
‘An Evening of Delicious
Entertainment’, was suggested as the
title for this year’s main fundraising
event. Held as usual at the lovely
Thurston’s barn in Rendham, it proved
an apt title. An accomplished group of
drummers welcomed people as they
enjoyed a glass of bubbly and nibbles.
Before the meal began, Marie gave an
illustrated update on STOW, which
included the current situation with the
orphans & widows. She told us about her recent monitoring visit to Tanzania
with Jem and Jenefer. And just as an aside, for those who wonder, Marie
converses fluently in Kiswahili.
After the main course, excellent food, we were treated to ‘Shakespeare’ as
many of us had never considered. For example:-“How did the players learn their
lines since they would not have had a copy of the play?” Actor Simon Bridge led
us through this and many other intriguing scenarios, securing a few semi-willing
thespians, to illustrate his points, and to delve deeper into examples of why
characters in the plays act & react as they do. The volunteers were given a
great applause for their magnificent effort, as was Simon himself.
Following the dessert, it was the turn of local poet, story-teller, singer &
songwriter Neil Catchpole who entertained us with many fascinating anecdotes
about rural life in Suffolk past.
The raffle raised £204-80. The grand finale was the Auction- which was as grand
as ever thanks to auctioneer extraordinaire/barman, Peter Roberts! It raised
£425. The whole event raised £1,766-66.
Thank you to those who came along and supported STOW, while having a great
summer’s evening of ‘delicious entertainment’.

Viv WillsCrisp

Annual General Meeting: the AGM
of STOW will take place on Sunday, 4th
October at Denny’s Farm, East Green,
Kelsale at 12 noon (by kind permission of
Rob & Sue Potter.) All members are
invited to attend. The business part of
the meeting will be followed by the
Annual General Mingling and barbecue.

Talking of barbecues, our
thanks go to Jill and Bryan
Sedge for providing a lovely
summer’s evening of
entertainment in their
garden on 31st July. Who says
we’ve had a bad summer?
STOW hasn’t!

AFRIWAG field-workers Schola and Esther knew where all the children lived
and marched unerringly through the bush to their homes

